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1. Abstract
Deep Convolution Neural Networks have been adopted for pansharpening and achieved state-of-the-art
performance. However, most of the existing works mainly focus on single-scale feature fusion, which leads
to failure in fully considering relationships of information between high-level semantics and low-level features,
despite the network is deep enough. In this paper, we propose a dynamic cross feature fusion network
(DCFNet) for pansharpening. Specifically, DCFNet contains multiple parallel branches, including a highresolution branch served as the backbone, and the low-resolution branches progressively supplemented into
the backbone. Thus our DCFNet can represent the overall information well. In order to enhance the
relationships of inter-branches, dynamic cross feature transfers are embedded into multiple branches to
obtain high-resolution representations. Then contextualized features will be learned to improve the fusion of
information. Experimental results indicate that DCFNet significantly outperforms the prior arts in both
quantitative indicators and visual qualities.

Pre-fusion Units and Building blocks:
They play complete stages to deepen the
network to extract better features.
Pyramid Cross Feature Transfer:
It maintains the high-resolution branch and
aggregates features from high-to-low and lowto-high branches, then transfers the cross-scale
features back to high-resolution branches.
Dynamic Branch Fusion:
It mitigates the unequal effects of different
resolutions on the final result.
Diverse Structure Deformation:
DCFNet has superior foundations for feature
extraction and fusion.

Pre-fusion Units and Building Blocks

Pyramid Cross Feature Transfer

Visual comparisons on Tripoli-OS dataset (WV3) at the original scale.

Table3: 50 full-resolution samples (WV3). Table 5: network generalization on Stockholm
dataset (WorldView2).

Diverse structural deformation

Table 6: Ablation study on some fusion
operations on Tripoli dataset.

2. Introduction

Table 4: Quantitative metrics of the compared CNN-based methods for the GF-2 testing

dataset (81 samples) and the QB testing dataset (48 samples).

3. Results

 Pansharpening：
Table 1: Quantitative metrics the compared CNN-based
1) Datasets:
methods on 1258 reduced-resolution test datasets (WV3).
8-band data: WorldView-3 (WV3)
1) reduced-resolution examples
2) full-resolution examples
4-band data: QuickBird (QB),
GaoFen-2 (GF-2)
2) Metrics：
 Reduced-resolution:
SAM, ERGAS, SCC, Q8

 Full-resolution: QNR, D𝝀𝝀, DS

4. Conclusions

Motivation: high-resolution representation and better inter-branch information fusion

 We introduce a novel inter-branch dynamic feature fusion with dynamic Pre-fusion
Units and Pyramid Cross Feature.
 Propose a dynamic cross feature fusion network (DCFNet), which significantly
improves the effects of feature fusion in pansharpening.
 Proposed DCFNet achieves state-of-the-art performance and have a reliable
generalization capability in pansharpening.

A family of pansharpening networks only adopts single-scale feature fusion to generate final HRMS;
Existing multiscale network always reduces the spatial resolution of features in the process of feature
extraction, e.g. U-shaped network and pyramidal network.
Thus, we reform HRNet with proposed modules to achieve better inter-branch information fusions.

 Loss function:
 Formulation on Dynamic Branch Fusion:

Visual comparisons on Tripoli dataset (WV3), GF-2 and QB with natural colors/absolute error maps.

